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Abstract— In this paper we present an end-to-end deep
learning framework to turn images that show dynamic content,
such as vehicles or pedestrians, into realistic static frames.
This objective encounters two main challenges: detecting all the
dynamic objects, and inpainting the static occluded background
with plausible imagery. The former challenge is addressed
by the use of a convolutional network that learns a multiclass semantic segmentation of the image. The second problem is approached with a conditional generative adversarial
model that, taking as input the original dynamic image and
its dynamic/static binary mask, is capable of generating the
final static image. These generated images can be used for
applications such as augmented reality or vision-based robot
localization purposes. To validate our approach, we show
both qualitative and quantitative comparisons against other
state-of-the-art inpainting methods by removing the dynamic
objects and hallucinating the static structure behind them.
Furthermore, to demonstrate the potential of our results, we
carry out pilot experiments that show the benefits of our
proposal for visual place recognition1 .

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dynamic objects degrade the performance of vision-based
robotic pose-estimation or localization tasks. The standard
approach to deal with dynamic objects consists in detecting
them in the images, and further classifying them as not
valid information for such purposes. However, we propose
to instead modify these images so that the dynamic content
is converted realistically into static. We consider that the
combination of experience and context allows us to hallucinate, i.e., inpaint, a geometrically and semantically consistent
appearance of the static structure behind dynamic objects.
Turning images that contain dynamic objects into realistic
static frames reveals several challenges:
1) Detecting such dynamic content in the image. By this,
we mean to detect not only those objects that are known
to move such as vehicles, people and animals, but also
the shadows and reflections that they might generate,
since they also change the image appearance.
2) Inpainting the resulting space left by the detected dynamic content with plausible imagery. The resulting
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Fig. 1: Images at the same location with different dynamic content
such as cars or pedestrians (top row) can be converted into the same
static image, i.e., a dynamic-object-invariant space (bottom row).

image would succeed in being realistic if the inpainted
areas are both semantically and geometrically consistent
with the static content of the image.
The former challenge can be addressed with geometrical
approaches if a sequence of images is available. This procedure usually consists in studying the optical flow consistency
along the images [1], [2]. In the case in which only one
frame is available, deep learning is the approach that excels
at this task by the use of Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) [3], [4]. These frameworks have to be trained with
the previous knowledge of what classes are dynamic and
which ones are not. Recent works show that it is possible to
acquire this knowledge in a self-supervised manner [5], [6].
Regarding the second challenge, recent image inpainting
approaches that do not use deep learning use image statistics
of the remaining image to fill in the holes. The work of
Telea [7] estimates the pixel value with the normalized
weighted sum of all the known pixels in the neighbourhood.
While this approach generally produces smooth results, it is
limited by the available image statistics and has no concept of
visual semantics. However, neural networks learn semantic
priors and meaningful hidden representations in an endto-end fashion, which have been used for recent image
inpainting efforts [8]–[11]. These networks employ convolutional filters on images, replacing the removed content
with inpainted areas that usually have both geometrical and
semantic consistency with the rest of the image.
Both challenges can also be seen as one single task:
translating a dynamic image into a corresponding static
image. In this direction, Isola et al. [12] propose a generalpurpose solution for image-to-image translation.
In this paper we present an end-to-end deep learning
framework to transform images that have dynamic content
into realistic static frames. This can be used for augmented
reality, cinematography, and vision-based localization tasks.

